
Python Interview Questions and Answers For Experienced
Professional

1. How to remove spaces from a string in Python?

strip () or replace() functions can be used to remove spaces from a string in python. strip() is
used to remove the leading and trailing white spaces while the replace() function is used to
remove all the white spaces in the string:

string.replace(” “,””)

ex1: str1= “greatlearning”

print (str.strip())

o/p: great learning

ex2: str2=”great learning”

print (str.replace(” “,””))

o/p: greatlearning

2.What is <Yield> Keyword in Python?

The <yield> keyword functions like a standard return keyword. It turns the function into a
generator. It returns a generator object always. A function can have multiple calls to the <yield>
keyword.

Program:

def sample(index):

month = ['jan','feb','march','april','may','june','july','aug','sep','oct','nov','dec']

yield month[index]

yield month[index+1]

months = sample(1)



print (next(months), next(months))

Output: feb march

3. How do you implement inheritance in Python?

The parent class can be passed to the child class as an argument. We can invoke the init method
parent class in the child class.

Program:

class Base1(object):

def __init__(self):

self.str1 = "hi"

print("Base")

class Derived(Base1):

def __init__(self):

# Calling constructors of Base1 class

Base1.__init__(self)

print("Derived")

defprintStrs(self):

print(self.str1)

ob = Derived()

ob.printStrs()

Output:

Base

Derived

hi



4. What is shallow and deep copy?

Shallow Copy: it creates the exact copy as the original without changing references of the
objects. Both copied and original objects refer to the same object references. So, changing one
object will affect the other.

The copy method from the copy module is used for the shallow copy.

Program:

from copy import copy

a = [1, [2, 3]]

b = copy(a)

a[1].append(4)

print(a)

print(b)

Output:

[1, [2, 3, 4]]

[1, [2, 3, 4]]

Deep Copy: it copies the values of the original object recursively into the new object. Use the
slicing or deepcopy function from the copy module for the deep copying.

from copy import deepcopy

a = [1, [2, 3]]

b = deepcopy(a)

a[1].append(4)

print(‘a=’)

print(a)

print(‘b=’)



print(b)

b[1].append(5)

print(‘a=’)

print(a)

print(‘b=’)

print(b)

a=[1, [2, 3, 4]]

b=[1, [2, 3]]

a=[1, [2, 3, 4]]

b=[1, [2, 3, 5]]

5. What is the difference between Python Arrays and lists?

Python Arrays and List are collections of elements that are ordered and mutable. List is one of
the in-built complex datatype which can store heterogeneous data. Arrays can store

• Heterogeneous data when imported from the array module

• Homogeneous data when imported from the numpy module

But lists can store heterogeneous data, and to use lists, it doesn’t have to be imported from any
module.Arrays have to be declared before using it but lists need not be declared.Numerical
operations are easier to do on arrays as compared to lists.

6. What is the difference between xrange and range in Python?

In python range() and xrange() are inbuilt functions used to generate integer numbers in the
specified range. The difference between the range() and xrange() can be understood if python
version 2.0 is used because the python version 3.0 xrange() function is re-implemented as the
range() function itself.range() takes more memory and returns a list of integers.
xrange(),execution speed is faster and returns a generator object.



7. Explain the file processing modes that Python supports.

File processing modes in Python:

• read-only(r),

• write-only(w),

• read-write(rw)

• append (a).

The preceding modes become “rt” for read-only, “wt” for write and so on. Binary file can be
opened by specifying “b” along with the file accessing flags (“r”, “w”, “rw” and “a”) preceding
it.

8. How can you find the minimum and maximum values present in a tuple?

min() function can be used on top of the tuple to find out the minimum value present in the tuple:

Program:

tup1=(2,3,4,5)

min(tup1)

Output:

2

The minimum value present in the tuple is 2.

max() function help to find out the maximum value present in the tuple:

Program:

tup1=(1,2,3,4)

max(tup1)

Output:

4

the maximum value present in the tuple is 4



9.If you have two sets like this -> s1 = {3,4,5,6}, s2 = {5,6,7,8,9}. How would you find the
common elements in these sets?

The intersection() function can be used to find the common elements between the two sets:

s1 = {3,4,5,6}

s2 = {5,6,7,8,9}

s1.intersection(s2)

The common elements between the two sets are 5 & 6.

10. Print the following pattern

#

# #

# # #

# # # #

# # # # #

def pattern_1(num):

# outer loop represent the number of rows

# inner loop represent the number of columns

# n is the number of rows.

fori in range(0, n):

# value of j depends on i

for j in range(0, i+1):

# printing hashes

print("#",end="")

# ending line after each row



print("\r")

num = int(input("Enter the number of rows in pattern: "))

pattern_1(num)

11. What is Tkinter?

Tkinter is a Python library that helps to craft a GUI. It provides support for different GUI tools
and widgets like buttons, labels, text boxes, radio buttons, and more. These tools and widgets
have attributes like dimensions, colors, fonts, colors, and more.

Import the tkinter module.

importtkinter

top=tkinter.Tk()

12. Explain garbage collection with Python.

Python maintains a count of how many references are there in each object in memory

When a reference count drops to zero, it means the object is dead. The garbage collector looks
for reference cycles and cleans them. Python uses heuristics to speed up garbage collection.

13.What is pickling and unpickling?

To create portable serialized representations of Python objects, we have the module ‘pickle’. It
accepts a Python object then converts it into a string representation. It uses the dump() function
to dump it into a file. This is called pickling. In contrast, retrieving objects from this stored string
representation is termed ‘unpickling’.

14. How do we make forms in Python?

The cgi module is used to make forms. We can borrow the FieldStorage class from it. It has the
following attributes:

form.name: Name of field.

form.filename: Client-side filename for FTP transactions.

form.value: Value of field as string.

form.file: File object from which to read data.



form.type: Content type.

form.type_options: Options of ‘content-type’ line of HTTP request, returned as dictionary.

form.disposition: The field ‘content-disposition’.

form.disposition_options: Options for ‘content-disposition’.

form.headers: All HTTP headers returned as dictionary

15. What are accessors, mutators, and @property?

Like getters and setters in Java, we use accessors and mutators in Python. We have @property,
which is syntactic sugar for property(). This lets us get and set variables without compromising
on the conventions.

16. Does Python support interfaces like Java does?

No. But Abstract Base Classes (ABCs) are a feature from the abc module that let us declare what
methods subclasses should implement.

17. If a function does not have a return statement, is it valid?

A function that doesn’t return anything returns a noneobject. return keyword ends the function
wherever present in the function. Normally, a block of code marks a function and where it ends,
the function body ends.

18.Differentiate between the append() and extend() methods of a list.

The methods append() and extend() work on lists. While append() adds an element to the end of
the list, extend adds another list to the end of a list.

Let’s take two lists.

list1,list2=[1,2,3],[5,6,7,8]

append() is used as:

list1.append(4)

list1

[1, 2, 3, 4]



extend() is used as:

list1.extend(list2)

list1

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]

19. What does the map() function do?

map() executes the function we pass to it as the first argument; it does so on all elements of the
iterable in the second argument.

for i in map(lambda i:i**3, (2,3,7)):

print(i)

8

27

343

This gives us the cubes of the values 2, 3, and 7.

20. Why are identifier names with a leading underscore disparaged?

Python does not have a concept of private variables, use leading underscores to declare a variable
private.

21. How will you create the following pattern using Python?

*

**

***

****

*****

Use two for-loops for this.

fori in range(1,6):



for j in range(1,i+1):

print('*',end='')

print()

22. Is a NumPy array better than a list?

NumPy arrays have the following benefits over lists:

• NumPy are faster

• They require less memory

• They are more convenient to work with

23. Are methods and constructors the same thing?

No, there is some considerable differences-

• Name a constructor in the name of the class; a method name can be anything.

• When we create an object, it executes a constructor; whenever we call a method, it
executes a method.

• For one object, a constructor executes only once; a method can execute any number of
times for one object.

• Use constructors to define and initialize non-static variables; Use methods to represent
business logic to perform operations.

24. What are the file-related modules we have in Python?

To manipulate text and binary files on our file systems-

os

os.path

shutil



25. How would you make a Python script executable on Unix?

The conditions are:

• The script file’s mode must be executable

• The first line must begin with a hash(#). An example of this will be:
#!/usr/local/bin/python

26. Explain inheritance in Python?

When one class inherits from another, it is said to be the child/derived/sub class inheriting from
the parent/base/super class. It inherits/gains all members like attributes and methods.

27. Mention the different types of inheritance supported by Python.

Python supports the following inheritances:

• Single Inheritance- A class inherits from a single base class.

• Multiple Inheritance- A class inherits from multiple base classes.

• Multilevel Inheritance- A class inherits from a base class, which, in turn, inherits from
another base class.

• Hierarchical Inheritance- Multiple classes inherit from a single base class.

• Hybrid Inheritance- Hybrid inheritance is a combination of two or more types of
inheritance.

28. Explain lambda expressions?

When we want a function with a single expression, we can define it anonymously. A lambda
expression may take input and returns a value.

lambda expression:

(lambdaa,b:a if a>b else b)(3,3.5)

3.5



29. What is a generator?

Python generator produces a sequence of values to iterate on. This way, it is kind of an iterable.
We define a function that ‘yields’ values one by one, and then use a for loop to iterate on it.

30. How do you reverse a list in Python?

To reverse a list in Python:

• Use the reverse() method.

• Use slice() method from right to left.


